LET’S TALK BUSINESS
INTENSIVE, RESIDENTIAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE TRAINING
English language training is an investment like any other. It needs to

We understand the frustration and have a simple solution: a 1-week

be enjoyable, relevant and effective. And above all, you and your

or 2-week intensive course where you focus on English that’s

company need to see a return. Once-a-week English lessons are

directly relevant to you, to be used in and out of the classroom. No

useful, but it is easy to be distracted by a busy schedule or urgent

distractions: just English pure and simple. At the end of the course,

deadlines. It can also be difﬁcult to ﬁnd a suitable environment in

you’ll have the skills and the conﬁdence to do your job in English.

which to try out your language skills, without the fear of making
mistakes.

L E T ’ S TA L K B U S I N E S S : K E Y F E AT U R E S

£
WHY THIS ENGLISH
COURSE?

W H AT D O E S I T
I N V O LV E ?

WHERE WILL I BE ?

HOW MUCH WILL IT
COST?

A modular approach - you
control the language that’s
relevant to you

Up to 35 hours of training per
week in & out of the classroom

We recommend a host family
to allow you to live, breathe
and sleep English

1-1 training starting from
£1,700 per week

Total ﬂexibility with course
content, dates, venue

Task-based learning and
information-gathering activities
to present to others

Lessons at our training centre
or in your hotel

Residential option including
dinner from £110 per night

Enables an understanding of
UK business culture

Social evenings built around
the course

Option of hotel or B&B if you
need your independence

Hotel accommodation
available from standard to
deluxe

Supported with post-course
refresher sessions

Excursions into the real world
to put language into practice

Special weekend activity
options available

Additional bolt-on activities

W H AT I S I T A N D W H O ’ S I T F O R ?

THE COURSE ITSELF
If you have a reasonable level of English but don’t have enough

provide meetings. Dialogue teachers are sensitive, understanding

knowledge and experience to apply it commercially, Dialogue can

and patient: but life’s not always like that, is it? So you’ll have the

help you with a programme, developed especially with you in mind.

opportunity to practise your English with local people and see if

You will be working inside and outside the classroom, learning and

you can communicate your message in the real world. Our teachers

using the right language for your job, researching projects and

then provide constructive feedback to improve your skills still

delivering reports, giving presentations and participating in

further.

HOW IT WORKS
After a detailed evaluation of your initial English skills, we will

The course will give you the skills to develop autonomously: a

investigate your business needs and priorities. What you study with

teacher won’t always be available to guide you, so it’s essential that

us will have a direct impact on your ability to do your job, so we will

you can learn how to notice, monitor and adjust to the language

design a programme around just that. But there is life outside work

around you when you’re on your own.

too and it’s important that you take the time to develop skills for that

Finally you will have recordings of your highlights to take away and

as well. We’ve put together a selection of modules below that you

review, along with the chance for refresher sessions via video

might want to include in your course.

conference when you get back home.

SOME POSSIBLE MODULES

Number Crunching #1

Number Crunching #2

Human Resources

Interpreting Balance Sheets
Talking about trends
Comparing & Contrasting
Cause & effect

Planning Budgets
Graphs & Statistics
Forecasting events
Adverbs or Adjectives

Recruiting & Interviewing
Reprimanding & Dismissal
Contracts
Corporate responsibility

Reaching Consensus

Making Your Point

Sounding more natural

Pros & Cons
Agreeing & disagreeing
Alternatives to ‘if’
Chairing a meeting

Opinions & Suggestions
Choosing a course of Action
The art of persuasion
Being British &‘softening’

Text-book vs real-life
Pronunciation prognosis
SOUNDING INTERESTING
Maintaining the conversation

Presenting #1

Presenting #2

One for the tecchies

Building the structure
Melody
Making an Impact
Maintaining Interest

VOCAL TECHNIQUE
BUILDING RAPPORT
BUILDING SUSPENSE
TRICKS OF THE TRADE

Describing processes
Locating & diagnosing faults
Machine parts & position
Dimension & materials

Writing it right

How the Brits do it

Customer Service

Formal vs Informal English
Emails & LETTERS
Inversion for emphasis
Taking notes

To be or not to be FUNNY
The after-work culture
The (Dis)United Kingdom?
Etiquette

Telephone Techniques
Handling Complaints
Apologising
Advising & Criticising

Colloquial English

Extra Curricular #1

Extra Curricular #2

Slang
Taboo/Profanity
Euphemisms
Sarcasm

Trout fishing
BRITISH Cookery
Courses
Gin-making

Roman Baths in Bath
Oxford Colleges
London Theatre
Football/Rugby match

SOUNDS INTERESTING? EMAIL TRAINING@DIALOGUEUK.COM
OR CALL ON +44 (0)1793 513 321

WWW.DIALOGUEUK.COM
M U C H M O R E T H A N TA L K

TRANSLATIONS

VOICEOVERS/
SUBTITLING

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
TRAINING

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
TRAINING

CROSS-CULTURAL
COACHING

